
ECO202 Review Sheet for Final Exam

Format:

• The exam is cumulative; so every topic is possible.
• There are 28 questions; you choose 16 to answer.
• Each question is worth the same amount.
• The questions are short-answer, written questions.
• Answer questions in any order.

Topics we have covered:
Topics:

1. Demand and supply functions (solving for equilibrium price and quantity)
2. Elasticity (definition, formula, calculations)
3. Theory of consumer choice I (Consumer Preferences, indifference curve, Budget Constraint, Optimal

Consumer Choice)
4. Theory of consumer choice II (Utility functions, MRTS=price ratio, utility function expressions (e.g.

Cobb-Douglas)
5. Theory of consumer choice III (Changes in income, prices of goods, income/substitution effect)
6. Theory of consumer choice IV (Giffen, labor-leisure trade-off, consumption-saving trade-off, network

externalities)
7. Risk (Expected value, expected utility, risk premium, certainty equivalent, ways to reduce risk)
8. Behavior (irrationalities, rules of thumb, bubbles)
9. Asymmetric information (principal agent theory, adverse selection, moral hazard, signaling, effort-

inducing strategies, franchising)
10. Cost of production (AC, MC, isocost line)
11. Theory of the firm (profit maximizing condition: Q* when MC=MR)
12. Perfect competition (features, outcomes (LR supply curve), welfare properties)
13. Monopoly (features, outcomes, welfare properties (social costs), regulation [deadweight loss])
14. Pricing with market power (consumer surplus, price discrimination, strategies: two-part tariff, bundling,

tying, advertising)
15. Monopolistic competition (features, outcomes, welfare properties, regulation)
16. Oligopoly (features, outcomes, reaction functions (Bertrand, Cournot, Stackelberg), stability)
17. Game theory (What is a strategy?, features, 5 strategies (e.g. Nash))
18. Auctions (optimal design, design problems)

Advice:

• More detail equals higher scores.
• Partial answers get some credit.
• Try to make 3 different points (not the same point twice).
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Review approaches:

1. Start with the review topics (above).
2. Choose the topics you find easiest first.
3. Write down on paper some of the key ideas for that topic. (Get this information from the slides and

the chapters in the book).
4. Learn these ideas.
5. Write down on paper some slightly more detailed ideas on this topic. (Get this information from the

slides and the chapters).
6. Learn these ideas.
7. Choose some more topics until you get to 10+.
8. Repeat steps 3-5.
9. Look at the sample questions (below).
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